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Appendix B:    Henderson’s Directories Extracts: 1916-2000 

 

Evolution of Simpson’s as documented in Henderson’s Regina Directories 

 

The following entries are taken from Henderson’s Regina Directories.  While the Directories are 

an excellent source for research information, the data is not always up-to-date or fully accurate, 

and often entries are a year late, as the annual updates were undertaken before people moved into 

the premises.  New dates are listed below when changes occurred to the directory entry.  Some of 

those revisions likely reflect changes in operation, rebranding of the company name, and 

mergers.  Further research is required to determining exactly when such activities actually took 

place and what impact they might have had on occupants of the Robert Simpson Company 

Warehouse and/or Simpson’s other Regina operations. 

 

The changing content of those directory advertisement also reflect to some extent the value that 

the company placed on this form of advertising.  By 2000, the last year that the Henderson’s 

Directories were published in Regina, the entry for the Warehouse was barely noticeable, and in 

fine print, without any bold print title drawing attention to the company.  The following entries 

are Not to Scale, but are enlarged or reduced in size to make them more suitable for reading. 

 

 
 

1916-17 (p. 506)  – The Robert Simpson Western Limited – Mail Order.  This was the first 

Henderson’s entry after the company began operations in 1916.  It maintained large 

advertisements in Henderson’s for decades, but scaled back on the Warehouse Mail Order ad 

sizes by the mid 1950s.  Large ads for retail operations ran from 1932 until the mid 1980s. 
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1932  (p. 497)  – The Robert Simpson Western Limited (Mail Order and Retail).  The logo 

shown above was similar to the company name inscribed in stone above the front doors to the 

Warehouse on Broad Street.  1932 marks the entry of Simpson’s into Regina’s retail market. 

 

  
 

1947 (p. 586)   – The Robert Simpson Western Limited (Mail Order and Retail).  In order to gain 

a downtown retail operation, Simpson’s acquired Regina’s prominent R.H. Williams Department 

Store in, situated on the SE corner of 11
th

 Avenue and Hamilton Street.  Simpson’s remained at 

that site from 1946 until the company relocated into the Cornwall Centre in the early 1980s .  At 

this point (late 1940s), the new corporate logo for Simpson’s was also introduced in the 

Directory, and was painted on the new front entries of the Warehouse on Broad Street. 
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1951  (p. 662)  – As the Mail Order and Retail businesses expanded, they were formally split into 

two subsidiary companies:  The Robert Simpson Regina Limited (Retail Store on 11
th
 Avenue) 

and The Robert Simpson Western Limited (Mail Order Division on Broad Street). 

 

 

1953 (p. 723)   – check dates for these two entries After the split into two companies, separate 

ads were placed in Henderson’s.   

 

1953 (p. 724)   – Following establishment in 1952 of a formal 25 year partnership with Sears, 

Roebuck of the United States, the Warehouse operations were renames Simpsons-Sears Limited.   
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1955 (p. 703)   – By the mid 1950s, it was deemed no longer necessary to pay for large 

advertisement for the Mail order operation; however, the retail store continued to publish bold 

and detailed ads.  The Simpson-Sears Ltd ads were frequently the same size as for individual 

people living in Regina.  This reflected a change of market focus within the city. The names of 

key company officials – publicized since the Warehouse opened in 1916 - remained evident for 

the retail operation, but were discontinued for the Mail Order division. 

 

1957  (p. 626)  – The Robert Simpson Regina Limited, Department Store.  In the mid 1950s the 

retail operation was formally changed, at least in public advertising, into a Department Store, 

following the terminology utilized by their competitors.  Meanwhile advertising for Simpsons-

Sears Ltd. continued in small print (red arrow), virtually lost in a sea of other people and 

businesses sporting the “Simpson” name. 
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1961 ( p. 531) -  the  amount of text devoted to the company’s downtown Department Store 

begins to be reduced. 

 

1961 (p. 532)   - The new advertisement for Simpson’s Sears has regarined some of its former 

prominence, but rstill remains very basic in terms of the data it provides to customers. 

 

1964  (p. 630)  - This year sees a resurgence of information for both the downtown Department 

Store, and the Broad Street Warehouse (Supply Depot), as well as a separate entry for Simpson’s 

Sears.  However, the three segments of the company are not linked, but separated by a handful of 

private citizens also with the surname of SIMPSON. 
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1965  (p/ 638)   -  Further changes this year see removal of any reference to the “Supply depot: 

listed in 1964. 

 

1975 ( p. 975) – The changes in corporate structure from Simpsons to Simpsons-Sears to just 

SEARS have now been completed, and are reflected in the mid 1970s editions of Henderson’s 

Directories.  The business name remains somewhat prominent. 

 

1981 ( p. 656)  - By 1981 the need to have a prominent name in the Directory is no longer 

deemed necessary, and by opting for the reduced size, likely also saved the company a few 

dollars.  Clearly advertising the firm is no longer an issue.  A Sears Catalogue Clearance Centre 

(red arrow)  has been established in the former Eaton’s Warehouse. 
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1982  (p. 640)  - The Clearance Centre has apparently been relocated to Broad Street, but this 

address still places it within the former Eaton’s Warehouse (later known as the Centennial 

Mall.).  As before, several private citizens are interspersed in the Sears listing. 

 

1984 (p. 635) – SEARS Again has a slightly more prominent advertisement for its Broad Street 

Warehouse; but the private citizens have disappeared from this list. 

 

1988 (p. 654)  - SEARS now advertises the Warehouse, the downtown Department Store,  the 

Clearance Centre and a new Catalogue Shopping operation within a single advertisement, along 

with the names of the various store managers. 

 

1990 (p. 78 green pages) – The last entry for SEARS occurs in 2000.  For the previous decade 

only a small ad appears in the green pages of Henderson’s Directory, not under the name of the 

company but under the street address.  This is the least impressive of all its past advertisements.  

One feature that is different is that the warehouse is now referred to as the Distribution 

Operation.  There are no further Henderson’s published after 2000.  


